SYMBOLS

> Goes to, Becomes, Becoming,

< Comes from, Coming from

- - / - - - Words before and after the strokes indicate Choice of Word

( - - - ) Form within the brackets indicate understood meaning

/ Syllable boundary within a Word e.g. ad/mi 'man'.

/ - - - / Phonemic Transcription, Omitted in case shown in the lines or columns with the gloss or with syllable boundary e.g.

i) beperoa, 'carefree'

ii) tabertob (quickly (emphatic))

iii) gun/da/mi 'goondaism'

iv) kʰuʃ' ( < KB-Urd /Xuʃ/ 'happy')

{ } Morpheme boundary, omitted in case shown with the symbol of phonemic transcription etc.

< > ] Semantic Value (Gloss)

-- -- Incomplete Section.

§ Para, Sub para, Section, Sub-section.

[---] One sided alternation to

[---] Phonetic Transcription